
Sanitation is vital for human health and it is one of the 
important indicators that reflect the quality of life of the 
people. Despite its immense importance in human lives, this 
issue remained neglected for years in developing countries 
including India. India stands second amongst the worst places 
in the world for sanitation where hardly 33 percent of rural 
population has access to basic sanitation. Upto the decade of 
1980 (‘World Water Decade’), rural sanitation didn’t receive 
proper attention of the government in India
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Sanitation is vital for human health and it is one of the important indicators that reflect the quality 
of life of the people. It may be conceived as yardstick of socio-economic development of a nation. Individual 
health and hygiene is, by all means .
 
              A Good Introduction : -  
                           Depict the significance (importance) of the study - why was this value doing in any case? Give 
a wide connection. Extremely briefy depict the exploratory configuration and how it achieved the expressed 
destinations. 

The main technique of analysis in this paper is tabular and graphical representation. This paper is 
composed with secondary data collected from various literatures published in different journals, reports of 
department of drinking water supply, government of India. 

               A Good Materials  : - 
                             Materials may be accounted for in a different passage or else they may be distinguished 
alongside your systems. In biosciences we habitually work with arrangements - allude to them by name and 
portray totally, including convergances of all reagents, and pH of watery arrangements, dissolvable if non-
fluid.

Must add result in your article. 

              A Good Result  : -
                           Results are as per aims and  objective and useful to further research .

There are various constraints that impede the effective implementation of sanitation campaign in 
India. Lenton et. al. (2005) argued that the ever changing political scenario makes it difficult to ensure a 
lasting programme as investment may not yield results during one term-period. 

             A Good Conclusion  : -
                           You may propose future headings, for example, how the analysis may be adjusted to 
achieve an alternate target.Clarify the majority of your perceptions however much as could be expected, 
concentrating on systems. 
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                            There are Places where the Author Ritabrata Tarafder Need to Cite a Reference, but Have 
Not
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?The writing audit was careful, the approach was carefully exhaustive 
and fused the utilization of sufficient quantities of tests in dust size 
examination and blast tests. 
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examination, or conclusions. 
?The work, as with all work advancing from this specific gathering, is 
generally sound. 
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